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ABSTRACT
Removal of helium, the ash from the D-T-fusion
reaction, from a burning plasma ame, is one of the
critical issues for future thermonuclear burning plasma.
Even in plasmas driven by additional heating to large
Q-values this is a severe problem. Recombination of fuel
and ash ions at plasma exposed surfaces, re-emission as
neutral particles and subsequent pumping (\recycling")
provides, at least in principle, the mechanism to ush
the plasma from its ash. However, plasma surface in-
teraction has to be limited in order to protect vessel
components from excessive thermal load, often a con-
icting requirement.
I. INTRODUCTION
This lecture deals with two, on rst sight only
loosely related topics. Firstly with the issue of helium
removal from a stationary burning D-T fusion device,
and secondly with the so called \recycling process" in
the plasma near exposed rst wall components. The
strong interrelation of these two issues will be a major
point in the following discussion.
Any kind of steady burning process depends upon
both sucient thermal insulation (to keep the tempera-
ture in the ame above a critical value) and, at the same
time, sucient particle throughput (re-fuelling, and ash
removal). In the ame of a usual re, this temperature
is of the order of 1000 Kelvin, and the buoyancy driven
ow of hot (used) air out of the ame provides the par-
ticle throughput. (For example a simple candle ame is
choked within seconds by its own ash, if gravity is ab-
sent, as has for example been shown in demonstration
experiments carried out during space ights).
For a D-T fusion plasma ame, these considerations
can be translated into the terse statement, that the
quality of thermal insulation (quantied by an energy
connement time) must exceed one tenth of the particle
lifetime in the ame.
II. BURN CONDITION IN THE PRESENCE OF HE-
LIUM ASH
To see this, we rst consider the power balance
equation, as it is often discussed for thermonuclear
burn criteria (see the lecture by E.Rebhan and G. Van
Oost, this issue, reference [1]). We replace the quasi-
neutrality assumption ne = ni (the electron density and
ion density, respectively) made there now by the more
general expression ne = ni+2nHe (because the helium
ion is fully ionized under reactor conditions). Introduc-
ing the fractional densities fi = ni=ne, fHe = nHe=ne
and ftot = ntot=ne for the fuel ions, the helium ash ions
and the total particle content (electrons, fuel ions and
ash) respectively, the equation for the fusion product
pE2 (loc. cit.) becomes:
pE =
(ftot=2)
2
f2i
hvi
(kT )2  E24   23C 0T 3=2
(1)
The new factors ftot( 1) and fi( 1) describe the con-
tribution of the helium ash to the total plasma pressure
and the fuel dilution eects, respectively. E = 3:5
MeV, i.e., we assume complete thermalization of the
helium ion, before it is lost, and C is a constant in the
expression for radiation losses, which, in this particular
form of ignition condition, have not been included in
the denition of E .
A similar consideration, balancing the helium par-
ticle production rate with the losses of helium particles
due to their nite lifetime in the system (), yields
([2])
pE =
fHe  (ftot=2)
  f2i hvikT  18

from
nHe

=
1
4
n2i hvi

(2)
 denotes, as in [2], the connement time ratio =E .
We will, further on, take this ratio as a constant param-
eter, i.e., independent of density and temperature. One
might relax that choice, e.g. by employing empirical
scaling laws for E and 

. But this might be already
well beyond the power of such simple zero-dimensional
considerations, in particular due to the possibly very
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Figure 1: Fusion triple product vs. plasma tempera-
ture. Experiments, break-even (Q=1) and boundaries
for ignition. Parameter  = =E = 0; 1; 5; 14
dierent spatial distributions of energy sources and re-
cycling particle sources (see below).
Expressing fi and ftot in terms of fHe, and equating
the expressions for pE from Eqs. (1) and (2), one ar-
rives at a cubic algebraic equation for fHe : g(fHe) = 0.
The four coecients are functions of temperature and .
Including one further free parameter fZ for a fractional
density of impurities of charge Z (which contaminate
the plasma due to wall erosion processes or are intro-
duced on purpose for plasma edge temperature control)
is straightforward (loc.cit.). See again refs. [1] and [2]
and Figure 2.
Clearly, fHe must lie in the interval (0, 0.5).
Inspecting the cubic polynomial for fHe, one nds
one (unphysical) root outside this range, and two other
roots. These are negative at temperatures signicantly
below the critical ignition temperature and they turn
conjugate complex with increasing temperature near
the critical temperature. In these two regions no steady
self-sustaining plasma burn is possible. The two roots
become positive then at larger temperatures, in the re-
gion between 5 and 100 KeV (depending upon the value
of ) and they lie in the physically accessible range be-
tween 0 and 0.5. Beyond this region the two roots turn
complex again, due to the fact that radiation losses
and fuel dilution prohibit steady burning at these even
higher plasma temperatures.
If one inserts the physically relevant fractional he-
lium densities obtained in this way (the algebraic closed
form expressions for the roots of cubic polynomials) in
either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), the closed burn contours
shown in Figure 1 (labelled  = const) result. Note
that for convenience the ordinate has been re-scaled
from nTE to nT ~E , with ~E denoting the \global con-
nement time", which, in contrast to E also contains
radiation losses. In the denition of the parameter ,
however, we have retained the energy connement time
E . Otherwise the second (upper) branch would dis-
appear, and the more familiar open burn-curves would
result. Whether or not the ignition curves are open
or closed (one or two solutions for fHe) depends upon
the denition of , not upon the denition of E in the
ordinate (e.g. in the fusion triple product).
If one uses the global connement time ~E to derive
ignition conditions, (as it seems to be common practise)
rather than E as dened in Equation (1), and if one
excludes the helium ash from consideration (i.e., if one
sets  = 0) then one has to add a further constraint
(called \radiation limit", see Figure 1) to prevent un-
physical ignition parameters nTE resulting from neg-
ative transport losses (i.e., gains) balancing radiation
losses.
The fact that the closed contours shrink in size and
disappear beyond a certain critical ratio crit (crit 
15 for a pure D-T plasma) translates into the state-
ments made above concerning the often conicting re-
quirements of good thermal insulation and poor particle
connement.
If one species a xed relative impurity concentra-
tion fZ = nZ=ne for one (eective) impurity of charge
Z and modies ftot and the radiation term in Equa-
tion (1) accordingly, then one nds that the contours
shrink in size even faster with increasing Z and fZ . For
each connement parameter  a maximum tolerable im-
purity concentration results, and, vice versa, for each
impurity concentration one nds a critical maximum
 = crit(Z; fZ). See Figure 2 and note the dierence
for light and heavy impurities (the abscissa has a log-
scale).
Note that the need for poorer particle connement
(i.e., larger particle uxes onto limiter and divertor tar-
gets, hence smaller values of ) may result in incom-
plete thermalization of the supra-thermal 3.5 MeV he-
lium ash (we have assumed complete thermalization in
the discussions above) and/or in increased surface ero-
sion and hence impurity concentration. Whether na-
ture provides an operational window to fulll both re-
quirements in an economic fusion power plant is still an
open question.
Various further aspects may readily be included in
this simple \point reactor analysis" without changing
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the qualitative picture. For example the assumption of
at temperature and density proles may be weakened
by introducing prole shape factors in the balance Eqs.
(1) and (2) (see e.g. ref. [3]). So called \advanced fuel"
reactors based upon dierent fusion processes (such as
D-D fusion, D-3He fusion, even including secondary fu-
sion reactions between fusion products and the fuel par-
ticles) can be studied within the same framework.
In the case of more than one type of fusion product
(say m dierent types, e.g. 4He, 3He, and p, and even if
all parasitic fusion processes are accounted for) simply
one particle balance equation for each type of ash par-
ticle has to be written. This results in a coupled set of
m cubic polynomials for the m fractional ash densities,
and again in the same type of closed ignition contours.
For the cases studied so far, the critical connement
time in advanced fusion concepts ratio was found to be
even smaller than in case of the D-T fusion reactor (ref.
[2]).
III. THE PARTICLE LIFETIME 
The energy connement time E in tokamak plas-
mas is an experimentally well characterized quan-
tity. Various empirical scaling laws derived from large
databases exist. Much less well dened is the particle
connement time  entering the above formulae. A
simple relation between E and the heat diusivity  is
frequently used: E / 1 . In a similar manner the life-
time of an ash particle, born in the burning core of a
fusion plasma and with a spatial source prole identical
to the fusion energy source prole, can be related to a
particle diusion coecient: 1 / 1D . Both conne-
ment times should also scale with a2 (a denoting the
small plasma radius).
This can be seen as follows:
If one assumes the particle and power input on axis,
no inward pinches, spatially constant diusivities D and
, then one nds triangular proles, from integrating
  = D dn=dr; Q = n(0)  dT=dr (3)
and consequently
T (r) / a

(1  r=a); n(r) / a
D
(1  r=a): (4)
This is based upon the assumption that the dominant
plasma particle source (not the helium source) is still
located in the edge plasma (not in the core) and hence
convected power ux is negligible for most of the plasma
region.
Hence the resulting connement time ratio  would
be determined (excluding convective uxes) by the ratio

D .
Since one can expect 1 to scale with a
2 but a
much weaker dependence of E on a is found experi-
mentally, this would lead to extremely pessimistic pre-
dictions for the larger future fusion devices.
When a plasma particle nally reaches a wall, it
is neutralized there and re-emitted into the plasma as
neutral atom or molecule.
A fraction  may be pumped away, the remaining
fraction R = 1   will be re-ionized in the plasma. R is
generally referred to as \recycling coecient",  is the
pumping eciency.
If the spatial distribution of the primary source he-
lium ions (i.e., of the fusion alpha particles) and of the
recycling source (i.e., of the re-ionized helium particles)
would be approximately the same, then, as a result of
non-perfect pumping, the particle connement time 1
would simply be enhanced by the factor 11 R .
 =

(1 R) (5)
with typical values of R close to one. Hence: again very
pessimistic prospects.
Fortunately for the helium ash (as for the fuel par-
ticles) this similarity of source proles for energy and
particles is not the case, and a slightly more detailed
consideration is necessary, carefully trying not to \over-
charge" our simple model. Strictly: only transport
analysis codes can provide a somewhat realistic picture.
A modied expression for 
 = 1 +
R
1 R2 (6)
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has been derived in [2] from an analytical solution of a
somewhat more rened (as compared to Eq. (2) above)
but still 0-dimensional particle conservation equation.
We may consider re-ionization of recycling helium
particles as a second source. This source, however, is
located in the edge. Let us assume that all neutral
helium particles are ionized at r = a  iz. Hence:
 D dn=dr = 0 for r < a  iz; (7)
i.e., n(r) = n(0) = constant in the core region for this
contribution and n decreases linearly in the ionization
zone (the boundary plasma)
a  iz < r < a.
(If a pinch vpinch =  2 D r=a2 is included, then
a Gaussian n(r) prole is added on top of the density-
plateau).
For this recycling source contribution one then nds
a particle connement time
2 =
aiz
D
(8)
This 2, in contrast to E and 1, is, essentially, a
plasma edge quantity, since the ionization length de-
pends upon Te and ne in the edge, and only the value
of D (if it is not radially constant) within the ioniza-
tion zone a   iz < r < a matters. Inserting for the
ionization length iz
iz  v0
0:5ne < v >iz
(9)
with v0  some 104m=s the radial velocity of recy-
cling atoms, we see that 2 / n 1e . This scaling is
often found in limiter-tokamaks, but not in divertor-
tokamaks (see the lectures on edge plasma physics, and
on divertors). In divertor experiments a signicant frac-
tion of re-ionization takes place within the scrape o
layer, and that wrecks (amongst others) any simple re-
lation between ne, the ux  , the edge plasma density
and particle connement times p.
We may conclude, that the decisive connement
parameter  is given as:
 = core + Cedge=ne (10)
One may not be able to do much about the core plasma
transport parameter core, in particular size may not
help. However, Cedge can probably strongly be inu-
enced by appropriate divertor or limiter design. This
is the second reason, in addition to the target surface
loading problem (loc. cit.), why plasma edge physics
has gained so much relevance in fusion research in the
last few years.
IV. A RANDOM WALK MODEL FOR NHE
The same result as in Equation (6) can be obtained
using stochastic arguments: We consider a random walk
(of the helium particle) in a system of only two states:
the plasma core (birth point of the particle by fusion
reaction), P1 and the limiter or divertor target, P2. All
particles start at point P1, and travel (with probability
one) to point P2, in a time 1. At point P2 they
are either absorbed with probability  (instantaneous
transition into a nal \limbo" state P3, if one wishes to
look at it that way). With probability (1-) the particle
returns to P2. This single return trip takes 2 seconds,
the lifetime of recycled particles in the plasma core.
This recycling lifetime 2 should scale weaker with
the plasma size a than 1, but instead scale with
the relative re-penetration depth for neutral particles.
Thus: the more relevant this second time 2 for the
overall mean particle lifetime , the less severe be-
comes the helium removal problem for larger fusion de-
vices.
The mean lifetime of the random walking particle
is given as:
 =
1X
i=0
i  pi; (11)
where pi is the probability of exactly i recycling events
before pumping, and i is time spend in the core by
a particle, which is absorbed after precisely i recycling
events. Clearly: pi =   (1  )i, and i = 1 + i  2.
The innite series can readily be shown to converge to:
 = 1 +
1  

 2 (12)
= 1 +
R
1 R2
Rather than evaluating the innite series equation (11)
analytically, one could instead have used a pocket cal-
culator with a random number generator. Generating
a few thousand histories, each starting in point P1 and
terminating in point P3 and accumulating the mean
lifetime of the \test particles" would conrm (then only
within statistical precision) the relation (12) above.
From this and Equation (2) we note, that the den-
sity of particles in a certain volume is given by the mean
lifetime spend in that volume by random walking par-
ticles, multiplied by the source strength and divided
by the volume. This stochastic procedure becomes far
more handy than the analytical arguments from ref. [2],
if more details are to be considered. For example the
number of states can be increased to simulate the ef-
fects of several pumping stations with dierent pump-
ing rates each (e.g., the eect of un-pumped divertor
legs, etc.). Or the volume of interest can be subdivided
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Figure 3: Helium enrichment near pumping stations
from various Tokamak experiments, showing both
(small) enrichment in some cases but also signicant
(unfavorable) de-enrichment.
into smaller volumes and the averaged density in each
such cell can be computed.
We will return to this point later, but then for a
very detailed random walk model with the number of
possible states increased to innity. The Chapman-
Kolmogoro equation of the resulting Marko process
in that case will directly be related to the linear trans-
port equation (in integral form) for recycling neutral
particles. But the method for obtaining particle densi-
ties from estimating the mean time spend by random
walkers in specied volumes will essentially remain the
same.
In closing this section we note that the  in Equa-
tion (12) is the (eective) probability for a particle to
be pumped, once it leaves the burning plasma core.
One can (see again ref. [2]) reformulate Equation (12)
in terms of a true surface pumping eciency r and a
screening eciency S of the plasma edge region be-
tween wall and burning core. S = 1   S is then the
probability for an un-pumped particle to return to the
core before it hits the wall for the next time.
One nds:
 = 1 +
(1  S)(1  r)
r
2  1 + S
S
2 (13)
The decisive factor SS describes the recycling process
and is often the ratio of two small numbers. It is hard
to estimate, and has to be investigated on a case to
case basis, usually resorting to complex Monte Carlo
simulation models.
In particular the issue of \helium enrichment" near
pumping stations (i.e. the relative decrease or increase
of the fractional helium pressure near pumps due to
congurational and/or atomic physics eects) remains
rather unpredictable for this reason. No clear trends on
whether the relative abundance of helium increases or
decreases in divertors or near limiters, as compared to
upstream conditions, are found experimentally either.
This depends upon congurational details, in particular
upon the position of the pump relative to the strike
point and the plasma. See Figure 3.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Since the particle lifetime  has two components
with a dierent scaling on machine size, it is rather dif-
cult to extrapolate from the present database to next
generation fusion devices such as ITER or even to a re-
actor. However, keeping in mind that roughly  

D
1 R
in present experiments might still characterize global
connement, one may get an idea of the experimental
situation rstly by assuming a realistic value of R, (say:
R = 0:9), and secondly by inspecting experimental data
for the ratio D (see [4], and references therein). Heat
and density pulse propagation analysis (after sawtooth
crashes) have shown 5 < D < 12 in JET, and

D  3 6
in JT-60. Smaller values of D  2   3 have been re-
ported from JET from prole analysis, and D  4 for
L-mode and D  1 for super-shot conditions in TFTR.
A ratio of 5 is predicted from theory for \advanced stel-
larator" concepts.
Note that in case of an inward pinch, i.e. a non-
diusive inward ow of particles, the connement time
ratio is underestimated by D even in case of perfect
pumping R = 0. The existence of such pinch eects
is often indirectly concluded from the experimentally
observed peaking of density proles even inside the re-
gion of particle sources. In this source free region and
for roughly constant diusion coecients D, the proles
would have to be at otherwise.
Direct experimental results for 1E are reported
from TEXTOR and TFTR, with values in the range
 2-3 in both cases. Together with about 10% particle
removal eciency provided by the ALT-II pump-limiter
at TEXTOR, the critical connement time ratio men-
tioned above is presently just marginally within reach
in medium sized tokamak experiments. This and taking
the arguments from the previous section into account
may indeed provide some optimism with regard to the
ash removal issue.
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VI. RECYCLING
As illustrated above, the mechanism of recycling of
neutral particles back into the plasma plays a crucial
role, and, since ratios of small numbers are involved,
seemingly small details of this process can have large ef-
fects. Experimentally the neutral particle densities are
found to be rather low in tokamak plasma edge regions,
of the order 108 to 1012(#=cm3). They are negligible
further into the discharge, at least for the present toka-
mak generation such as TEXTOR, ASDEX-Upgrade
and all larger devices. The only exception, occasion-
ally, is a small region of highly localized recycling in
the vicinity of the limiter strike point or near the \foot-
print" of the plasma on a divertor target (neutral par-
ticle densities of up to 1014(#=cm3) there).
Neutral molecules dissociate, usually in an even
narrower layer at that location in the plasma where the
electron temperature reaches the dissociation threshold
energy (10 to 15 eV).
Neutral Franck-Condon atoms are formed there,
with typically a few eV kinetic energy. Together with
the other atoms, which are directly reected from the
surfaces, they penetrate the plasma.
The three gures in the right column show typical
trajectories of neutral particles recycled at the diver-
tor targets of ASDEX-Upgrade, JET and ITER diver-
tor targets. In the rst two cases they ll the divertor
plasma (a smaller fraction in case of the JET divertor)
and the vacuum region, but do not signicantly (not
at all in case of JET) penetrate the plasma core. The
similar picture for ITER typical conditions shows an ef-
fective screening already of the divertor plasma against
neutral particle penetration. (This causes one of the
major uncertainties with regard to the ability of neu-
tral particles to disperse power and momentum from
an ITER-sized divertor in a \high recycling" regime,
and has led to a revision of divertor concepts, away
from high recycling divertors towards \detached" or
\gas-target" divertors, see, again, the lectures on edge
physics and divertors).
The trajectories in these gures are computed from
a particle simulation program using the plasma density
and temperature as input, and simulating the various
elementary collision processes between neutral parti-
cles, the surface structures and the plasma electrons
and ions.
The most dominant collision process considered
here is charge exchange (CX): in the resonant case
the neutral atom and the plasma ion exchange identity
(scattering angle  =  in the center of mass frame).
As pointed out rst by Sacharov back in 1961, it is in
this way that low energy neutrals near the wall can gain
energy through frequent CX scattering and penetrate
3 m
3m
ASDEX size divertor
1.4 m
1.4 m
JET size divertor
ITER size divertor
4.4 m
4.4 m
Figure 4: Neutral particle trajectories in Divertors,
showing reduced penetration (compared to size) in
larger divertors.
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into the plasma interior. Typically, in present limiter-
tokamaks the cloud of neutral atoms reaches about 10
cm radially into the discharge. Using simple 1D diu-
sion equations, a diusion coecient for neutral atom
penetration Dn = (x)
2=t with x the mean free path
for CX and t the mean time between CX events, one
nds an eective penetration length for neutral parti-
cles into the plasma given as the harmonic mean of the
charge exchange- and the ionization mean free path,
both taken at the ion thermal speed. This is far in ex-
cess of the ionization mean free path alone, taken at
a speed of thermal wall atoms or 3 eV Franck-Condon
dissociation products.
This dominant resonant charge exchange (i.e.: H+
p! p+H) happens if the two particles, p and H, ap-
proach each other, then, for a short time, the one elec-
tron belongs to both (an intermediate H+2 molecule is
formed) and, after separation, the electron stays with
the former ion, and leaves the former neutral now in
the ionized state. Since collision partners have changed
their internal energy, this would be an in-elastic pro-
cess. However, quantum-mechanically, it cannot be dis-
tinguished from ordinary elastic scattering between the
two partners, ie., from the event in which the electron
happens to stay with the same particle after the event.
Therefore, quantum-mechanically, there is only
one process, usually termed \elastic", but including
both types of \events". One must carefully avoid dou-
ble counting charge exchange. I.e., one must never
add an quantum mechanically derived \elastic" colli-
sion rate to a charge exchange rate taken from another
source. The reader can nd bad examples of neutral
gas transport calculations, with this severe error in the
dominant reaction rates, even in a recent issue of the
\Journal of Nuclear Fusion" from the year 2000 (despite
a correct treatment of this issue since about 40 years
in most applications in fusion research). Needless to
mention: these authors nd \much better agreement
with experiment" after having included, erroneously,
the \new elastic eect"....
The terminating event in the lifetime of a neutral
particle may either be the entry into a pump, or re-
ionization by electron impact collisions.
Usually this re-ionization process is a step-process,
with various intermediate excitations, radiative decays,
etc. of the neutral atom before ionization. These pro-
cesses are most conveniently described in terms of so
called collisional-radiative ionization models, see, e.g.,
the \atomic and molecular data section" in [8]. They
lead to an enhancement of the mean energy dissipated
from the electrons from 13.6 eV per ionization to typi-
cally 25 eV per ionization and even larger values at elec-
tron temperatures below 20 eV. Similar concepts apply
for dissociation of molecules, dissociative recombination
of molecular ions, etc... For H2 molecules, colliding
with protons, there is also a (\non-diagonal") charge
exchange process, which can be resonant if the molecule
is suciently high vibrationally excited. This leads to
an atom and H+2 . If this molecular ion then decays
(after electron impact) into two ground state atoms,
this entire chain of events is, eectively, a recombina-
tion (accompanied by a dissociation of the molecule),
and is therefore referred to as MAR (molecular assisted
recombination). If the nal products of the H+2 are one
atom and one ion, however, then, eectively, this entire
chain starting from the charge exchange is nothing but
one eective dissociation (then termed MAD, molecular
assisted dissociation, by abuse of language).
The competing rate coecients for these two reac-
tion chains are shown in Fig. 6. These coecients must
be multiplied by the local neutral molecule density and
the proton density to turn them into a volumetric rate.
Clearly, for increasing plasma density, the dissocia-
tive channel grossly outweighs the recombinative chan-
nel. Despite the fact that the MAR rate may be large
by itself (this having triggered quite optimistic predic-
tions for the operational window for detached divertors
initially, see e.g., the ITER physics basis studies, Nu-
clear Fusion, special issue, Dec. 2000) it has turned
out to be a fairly irrelevant recombination process, af-
ter a more detailed computer modelling of dense edge
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Figure 6: Rate coecients for destruction of H2 by
proton impact leading to three neutral atoms (lower set
of curves, MAR), and leading to one ion and two atoms
(upper set of curves, MAD). The curves are labelled by
the electron density.
plasma conditions (e.g. detached divertors) had been
carried out. This is because the competitive process
(MAD) is even much stronger and molecules are disso-
ciated long before they can \assist recombination", in
current fusion edge plasma conditions.
In general: neutral particle recycling (atoms or
molecules) is of crucial importance for the present con-
cepts of plasma edge control: the neutral particles must
be kept in the discharge long enough (i.e. the pump
must not be too strong) to provide signicant plasma
cooling: presently 10 to 20% of the total power ow-
ing into the edge plasma is dissipated via the neutral
particle channel in high density divertor experiments.
This fraction must, according to more recent design
considerations, be further increased for save reactor di-
vertor concepts. On rst sight this seems to conict di-
rectly with the earlier discussed requirements of strong
pumping and ecient particle removal. An intensive
search for possible solutions out of this dilemma is
presently carried out in many laboratories in the world,
largely based on computer simulation experiments.
With regard to such computer models for the re-
cycling process in particular (see again: ref. [8]) one
has to note that the ratio of the charge exchange rate
to the ionization rate is larger than one (typically three
to ve, depending upon the electron temperature and
only very weakly on the ion temperature), but not very
large. The neutral gas cloud is re-ionized after a few CX
mean free paths into the plasma. Furthermore the den-
sity in this cloud is usually too small in order to permit
neutral-neutral elastic collisions to contribute signi-
cantly to the entropy production for the neutral com-
ponent. A more precise quantication of this statement
is provided by a \generalized Knudsen number" for
the neutral particles, which relates entropy producing
processes (resonant charge exchange with Maxwellian
background ions, elastic collisions) to characteristic free
ight and absorption lengths:
Kn
eff
(~r) =
sc(~r)
leff (~r)
(14)
with
sc(~r) =
1
n0(~r)
Z
d~vsc(~v; ~r)f0(~v; ~r) (15)
and
leff =
absorption  lfreeflight
absorption + lfreeflight
(16)
Here f0 denotes the neutral particle distribution func-
tion, sc the mean free path for scattering (charge ex-
change and elastic), absorbtion is the mean free path for
ionization (averaged over f0 similarly), and lfreeflight
is the averaged and also spatially dependent distance
to the nearest boundary. Values of Kneff below 0.1
indicate uid like (diusive) behavior of neutral par-
ticles. Unfortunately, typical proles of Kneff in di-
vertors and near limiters are found to be about one or
larger in those regions, in which the dominant neutral
particle plasma interaction takes place.
This has two computationally important conse-
quences:
1. the neutral gas transport has to be described on a
kinetic rather than on a uid level
2. the kinetic (Boltzmann-) equation is linear.
A large literature exists on the linear transport the-
ory and the methods of solution. Analytical methods
are e.g. discussed in [5], an extensive review of particle
simulation (\Monte Carlo"-) techniques can be found
in [6].
The linear kinetic transport equation can be writ-
ten most conveniently for the collision density 	, with
	 = 1vf0 (loc. cit.) as:
	(x) = S(x) +
Z
dx0	(x0) K(x0 ! x) (17)
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Here x' and x are the states (r0; v0; i0) and (r; v; i),
respectively, in phase space, at two successive collisions.
i and i0 are species indices. S is the once collided con-
tribution from sources Q, and the kernel K is usually
decomposed into a collision- and a transport kernel, i.e.
C and T , where
K(r0; v0; i0 ! r; v; i) = (18)
C(r0; v0; i0 ! v; i)  T (v; i; r0 ! r) :
The kernel C is (excluding normalization) the con-
ditional distribution for new co-ordinates (v,i) given a
collision at position r0 and can be decomposed further
into:
C(r0; v0; i0 ! v; i) =
X
k
pkCk(r
0; v0; i0 ! v; i); (19)
with
pk =
kP
k k
(20)
with summation over the index k for the dierent
types of collision processes under consideration and pk
dened as the (conditional) probability for a collision
to be of type k. k is the total inverse local mean free
path (dimension: 1/length) for each collision type. The
normalizing factor
ck(x
0) =
X
i
Z
dv Ck(r
0; v0; i0 ! v; i) ; C^k = 1
ck
Ck
(21)
gives the mean number of secondaries for this collision
process. The function C^k then is a conditional proba-
bility density.
The kernel T describes the free streaming motion
of the particles between the collision events, and ba-
sically is determined by the total mean free path (or,
equivalently, by the total macroscopic cross-section). T
can be interpreted as the distribution density for the
distance l for a free ight starting from r0 to the next
point of collision r = r0 + l  v=jvj
Despite its simple physical content (namely: ex-
pressing particle conservation in phase space) this lin-
ear kinetic equation is algebraically extremely com-
plex, and can be solved analytically or numerically only
under often pathologically simplied assumption. A
statistical simulation, however, accounting for the full
complexity without any restriction, is straight forward.
With a procedure similar to the one explained
above for the mean lifetime of an ash particle in the
reactor burning core, a Marko chain can again be
constructed from the terms in this transport equation.
One may for example use S as initial (birth) distribu-
tion and the kernel K as transition probability from
Particle sources near ALT2 Limiter (TEXTOR)
localized
recycling
Figure 7: Re-ionization source distribution around
ALT2 limiter (TEXTOR). Note: the main fraction is
ionized within the conned plasma region (distinct from
divertors)
one event to the next. Termination of a history can
again be formulated in terms of the pumping proba-
bility, but in addition the ionization process provides
a further, physically motivated, absorption probability.
(Strictly speaking, the absorption probability used in
the Marko process needs not be related to a physical
particle absorption process, but it facilitates interpre-
tation of histories generated from the Marko process,
as e.g. in gures shown above.
Distinct from the simple Marko chain discussed
above, now the relevant macroscopic quantities (densi-
ties, re-ionization rates, pumped uxes etc.) cannot be
computed directly. Instead random number generators
are employed to generate a large set (a few 10.000) of
random walks. These are then processed into proles
of the required quantities by statistical averaging.
As outlined above the mean value of the time spend
by all histories in any particular region of the plasma
can directly be scaled into an estimate of the neutral
particle density. Likewise, the spatially resolved re-
ionization rate can be obtained by proper scaling of
the statistical mean (over the random walks) of the ra-
tio of path length to the ionization mean free path in
any particular cell of the computational volume.
Note that this and related proles enter as source
terms in the uid equations which are generally used
for describing tokamak edge plasmas
Figure 7 shows one such re-ionization prole in
the vicinity of the ALT-II pump-limiter in TEXTOR.
Plasma and neutral gas transport are computed consis-
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tently by iteration a nite element plasma uid code
with a kinetic neutral particle (\Monte-Carlo-) code
until overall convergence [7]. Even under such rather
open limiter conditions (compared with high recycling
divertors, in which the neutral particle cloud usually
is much more localized, the neutral particle recycling
terms are the dominant terms in the plasma uid equa-
tions near the target surfaces and determine the plasma
ow there. Typically the radial plasma ow near lim-
iters is driven by localized neutral particle recycling.
On top of the limiter, often the radial plasma ow is
found to be reversed (back into the plasma core).
This feature is characteristic for limiters and one
of the main arguments in favor of the technologically
much more demanding divertor conguration. Given
that collisional friction is the dominant force acting on
surface released impurities and recycling helium parti-
cles, the risk of plasma poisoning and insucient helium
removal is obvious. A major eort in limiter tokamak
studies, therefore, is devoted to this issue.
In principle, divertors do not suer from such prob-
lems. Since the plasma ow is channelled outside (or
at least far away from) the plasma core, direct contam-
ination by surface released impurities is less likely. In
particular the strong parallel plasma ow towards the
target surface provides the impurity and helium reten-
tion mechanism.
However, as recent computer studies and also a few
experiments have revealed, also these concepts can suf-
fer from a certain kind of ow reversal: if the accu-
mulated recycling sources within one ow channel are
larger than the parallel plasma ow to the divertor tar-
get in this channel, the plasma ow in this channel has
to reverse (as a simple consequence of particle conser-
vation).
Such excess re-ionization can occur in some ow
channels (at the expense of other ow channels) due to
the unhindered cross eld motion (via CX) of the neu-
tral particles. The onset of this ow reversal depends
sensitively on details of pumping and baing in the di-
vertor. If pumping is too inecient, (either because of
physical and engineering constrains, or on purpose be-
cause of the benecial eects of large neutral gas den-
sities in divertor plasma for heat dissipation), in some
parts of the divertor plasma the plasma ow can re-
verse (away from the target, along the eld-lines, back
into the conned discharge). And, depending on the lo-
cation of their sources, impurities and helium particles
might be dragged back into the main discharge (\the
divertor throws up").
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The issue of helium removal for steady plasma burn
is apparently very closely connected with the details
of plasma recycling via the neutral particle channel.
Firstly because only neutral ash particles can be chan-
nelled into pumping stations, but secondly also because
of the eects of neutral particle recycling on the edge
plasma ow, and thus on the forces acting on the ion-
ized helium particles. Various conicting requirements
have to be met simultaneously such as:
good connement (for energy balance)
poor connement (for particle throughput)
strong pumping (for ash removal)
weak pumping (for the favorable high recycling condi-
tions)
The search for a plasma edge conguration compatible
with all these constrains, both experimentally and by
computer simulations, is one of the key design issues
to be solved before a reliable plasma surface interac-
tion concept for ITER (and a future reactor) can be
developed.
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